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❖ What are HURRICANES and should I worry about them?

❖ -A hurricane is a “tropical cyclone” which means it is a warm, 
spinning, storm

❖ -They can be a noisy wet nuisance, or they can be deadly

❖ Why are they called “HURRICANES” ?

❖ -”Huracan” was a Carribee Indian word

❖ What does this Doug King guy know about it, anyway

❖ 40+ years experience dealing with them from Florida to Texas, 
Long Island, points in between, and one in Honduras

❖ This presentation is about preparing a boat in port, not at sea



❖ Hurricane Season is from June to November

❖ -Some have occurred as early as April, or late December

❖ The North Atlantic averages 12 hurricanes per year

❖ -U.S. suffers an average of $5 billion hurricane damage annually

❖ In the Western Pacific, hurricanes are called ‘Typhoons’

❖ -They have more of them

❖ -Typhoons are stronger, on average 

❖ In the last ~130 years (era of modern weather forecasting), over 1.9 
million people have been killed by hurricanes

❖ -Flooding causes more deaths and damage than wind



❖ Hurricanes form over warm water

❖ -Atlantic hurricanes begin as a “tropical wave” east of the Caribbean

❖ -The “engine” for a hurricane is the temperature difference between 
the water under the eye and the rain in the outer fringes

❖ Hurricanes follow relatively predictable tracks. They are “steered” by

❖ -Their own momentum & gyroscopic effect

❖ -The Earth’s Coriolis force

❖ -Upper atmosphere winds, jet stream

❖ -High or low pressure systems in the surrounding region





❖ Hurricanes form over warm water

❖ -“Warm water” usually is 80F or warmer

❖ -The classic track for North Atlantic hurricanes begins east of the 
Caribbean, but sometimes they form in the Gulf or just south of Cape 
Hattaras

❖ Hurricanes build up in stages

❖ -They become organized around an updraft and begin circulation

❖ -Hurricanes spin off t-storms & tornados at almost every stage



Tropical Disturbance:
The birth of a hurricane, having only a slight 
circulation with no closed isobars around an area 
of low pressure.  This low pressure  develops a 
warm, wet, updraft.

Tropical disturbances commonly exist in the 
tropical trade winds at any one time and are often 
accompanied by clouds and precipitation.

Also called a “Tropical Wave”

Stages of Development
from disturbance to hurricane 

Hurricanes evolve through a life cycle of stages from birth to death. A 

disturbance graduates to a more intense stage of development by attaining a 

specified sustained wind speed. 



Stages of Development
from wave or disturbance to hurricane 

Tropical Depression:
If sustained winds increase to at least 20 knots, a 
disturbance is upgraded to a tropical depression. 
Surface wind speeds vary between 20 and 34 
knots (25 to 41 mph) and a tropical depression 
has at least one closed isobar that accompanies a 
drop in pressure in the center of the storm.



• Along the way from “disturbance” to 
“depression” the building tropical 
cyclone must acquire spin. This is 
not a political process, it is due to 
Coriolis force.



Tropical Storm:
If sustained wind speeds increase to at least 
35 knots, a tropical depression is upgraded 
to a tropical storm. Surface wind speeds vary 
between 35 and 64 knots.



Hurricane:
As surface pressures continue to drop, a 
tropical storm becomes a hurricane when 
sustained wind speeds exceed 64 knots. A 
pronounced rotation develops (has developed) 
around the central core as spiral rain bands 
rotate around the eye of the storm. The 
heaviest precipitation and strongest winds are 
associated with the eye wall. 





Category W (km/h)   W (mph) Description

• 1 119-153 74-95 Very dangerous winds will produce some damage. Well-constructed frame homes 
could have damage to roof, shingles, vinyl siding and gutters. Large branches of trees will snap and shallowly 
rooted trees may be toppled. Extensive damage to power lines and poles likely will result in power outages that 
could last a few to several days..

• 2 154-177 96-110 Extremely dangerous winds will cause extensive damage. Well-constructed frame 
homes could sustain major roof and siding damage. Many shallowly rooted trees will be snapped or uprooted and 
block numerous roads. Near-total power loss is expected with outages that could last from several days to weeks.

• 3 178-208 111-129 Devastating damage will occur. Well-built framed homes may incur major damage 
or removal of roof decking and gable ends. Many trees will be snapped or uprooted, blocking numerous roads. 
Electricity and water will be unavailable for several days to weeks after the storm passes.

• 4 209-251 130-156 Catastrophic damage will occur. Well-built framed homes can sustain severe 
damage with loss of most of the roof structure and/or some exterior walls. Most trees will be snapped or uprooted 
and power poles downed. Fallen trees and power poles will isolate residential areas. Power outages will last weeks 
to possibly months. Most of the area will be uninhabitable for weeks or months.

• 5 252+ 157+ Catastrophic damage will occur. A high percentage of framed homes will be 
destroyed, with total roof failure and wall collapse. Fallen trees and power poles will isolate residential areas. 
Power outages will last for weeks to possibly months. Most of the area will be uninhabitable for weeks or months. 



• Do we have a 
clue what 
these things 
are gonna do?



• In 2003, 
Hurricane Isabel 
took a slightly 
unusual track

• Photo shows 24 
hr satellite 
photos over 12 
days



• Here is 
NOAA’s 5-day 
projection for 
H. Isabel’s 
landfall



• Here is the 
Weather 
Channel’s 3-
day 
projection for 
H. Isabel’s 
landfall



• Hurricane Isabel formed near the Cape Verde Islands from a tropical 
wave on 6 Sept 2003. It strengthened to reach peak winds of 165 mph 
(265 km/h) within 5 days. After fluctuating in intensity, Isabel gradually 
weakened and made landfall on the Outer Banks of North Carolina with 
winds of 105 mph (165 km/h) on September 18. It quickly weakened 
over land and became extratropical over western Pennsylvania the next 
day.

• The storm surge from Isabel overwashed the Outer Banks and formed a 
new inlet. Continuing over the Norfolk area and up the Chesapeake, 
Isabel caused 35 deaths and $5.7B in damage (7.4B in 2017USD). 

• Moderate to severe damage extended up the Atlantic coastline and as 
far inland as West Virginia. Roughly six million people were left without 
electric service in the eastern United States. Rainfall from the storm 
extended from South Carolina to Maine, and westward to Michigan. 



❖ Northwest Creek Marina prepare very well for hurricanes



❖ Some people think hurricanes are fun… once the biggest danger is past



❖ The World Meteorological Organization has assigned 21 names, in 
alphabetical order, for each years’ hurricane season. In fact, the names 
are given to tropical storms, and they keep the name as they develop 
into hurricanes. Usually, there are less than 21 tropical storms in each 
region's hurricane season.

Once a name is given and used, the name is retired and not used again 
until after 6 years. Some names, such as Hazel, Mitch, Katrina, & 
Florence, have been permanently retired.

❖ Hurricanes can release 600,150,000,000,000 (six hundred trillion) watts 
of energy per day.  This is approximately 200 X the entire world’s electric 
grid 
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❖ What are we gonna do? I’ll tell you exactly what to do:

Prioritize Wisely !

❖ Decision Factors:

❖ -Time until strike          … and how much time you can work on preparation

❖ -Likely proximity to most dangerous quadrant

❖ -Predicted strength

❖ -Predicted storm surge

❖ Assets At Risk (primary: your family’s lives)

❖ -Home: prepare for power outage, loss of water, flood, trees down

❖ -Boat: Haul out (safest), anchor out, moor to dock

❖ Resources available



❖ Decision- Haul Out?    (this is the safest option)

❖ -Will this storm be too strong for anchoring or securing at dock?

❖ -How do I assess the strength of the coming storm… more later

❖ Decision- Anchor Out?

❖ Decision- Securing at dock?

❖ Things You Should Do Anyway

❖ Remove Bimini, Dodger Canvas, Roller-Furled Genoa

❖ Check Cleats & hardpoints

❖ Check Batteries & Bilge Pumps

❖ Remove ships papers to safe place

❖ Tape all opening ports and hatches

❖ NEVER “ride out” storm aboard!



❖Decision- Haul Out?

❖-This is the safest option

❖-Can I get it to a boat yard safely?

❖-48 hours in advance is often the cut-off

❖-Is the storm going to be too strong for 
anchoring out or securing at dock?
❖-How do I assess the strength of the coming storm… 

❖ -Central Pressure, Wind Strength… mostly NOAA



❖ Decision- Haul Out?

❖ -This is the safest option

❖ -Can I get it to a boat yard 
safely?

❖ -Is the storm going to be too 
strong for anchoring out or 
securing at dock?

❖ -Assess the strength of the 
coming storm… 

❖ Takes the least time, but 
decision must be made 
furthest in advance.

❖ Secure Vessel In Boat 
Yard!



❖ Make this decision EARLY

❖ -Strip canvas, bimini, sail

❖ Ensure cockpit drains 
clear!

❖ Close fuel tank valves

❖ Leave thru-hulls open

❖ Tape port & hatch edgse

❖ Bilge pump may still be 
needed!

❖ Secure jack stands TO the 
boat

❖ Document preparation & 
condition with photos



❖ How Strong Will It Be ??!??!

❖ Strength is affected by central pressure, surface wind 
speed, and forward movement 

The slower a hurricane is 
moving, the stronger it will be.

The lower the central pressure, 
the longer it will maintain 
strength, and the higher a storm 
surge it will bring.

The upper right quadrant of the 
storm is the most dangerous.





❖ How is surge prediction evaluated?

❖ height over normal water level, OR 
height at a given location? 

❖The “Storm Surge” is water that is 
raised by the lowered air pressure, 
then driven into a bigger “pile” by 
wind.

❖Like tsunamis, they get much 
larger in shallow water





❖ Decision- Anchor Out?                 .... this can take many hours work!

❖ -Can I get to a suitable anchorage safely?

❖ -Shelter, depth, holding ground, other occupants, getting off the boat

❖ -Other boats anchored around you?

❖ -Do I have suitable ground tackle? 

❖ -Length & size of rode

❖ -Protection from chafe

❖ -Type & size of anchors

❖ -Bahamian moor

❖ -Paired anchors in series

❖ -using a KELLET or backing weight greatly increases holding

❖ -Knowledge & practice in anchoring

❖ -Yes but…. Everybody has a “first time”



❖ Choosing a Hurricane Hole: 

❖ -Good Shelter… not just from one direction

❖ -Good Holding… must have appropriate ground tackle

❖ Anchoring Method- 2 or 3 axis VS multiple anchors in series

❖ -All methods benefit from using kellet or “backing weight” on mid-rode

❖ -All methods require proper scope… allow for rising water

❖ In the example below: a 6 ft storm surge = 160 ft at 10:1



❖ Two (or more) anchors & rodes:

❖ -Smaller swing circle

❖ -Redundancy in case of chafe 
or drag

❖ -More difficult to get anchors 
properly SET

❖ -Risk of rode tangling on keel 
or rudder (or props)



There are many ways to do it

You MUST have the right 
equipment

You MUST be familiar with 
your ground tackle and the 
method you use



❖ Three anchor bridle and kellet:

❖ -Very low chance of anchors 
fouling

❖ -Needs most equipment

❖ -Labor & Time Intensive





❖ Fact #1… you can’t push a rope

❖ Dock & Anchor Line most often a polypro  or nylon 3-strand or single braid, for low 
cost

❖ -High grade rope can be bought less expensively at industrial or logging supply 
stores… however, avoid cheap rope

❖ Dock Lines and Anchor Rode should allow stretch… especially anchor snubbers

❖ -Nylon 3-strand is the “stretchy-est” followed closely by nylon plait

❖ Resistance to chafe can be critically important

❖ -BoatUS suggestion- use a Dyneema/Amsteel snubber at cleats & chocks. 

❖ Breaking Strength is not –the- critical factor….  Safe working load VS stretch



❖ 3/8” Nylon Double Braid Brk Str = 4900 lbs

❖ -½” Nylon Double-Braid Brk Str= 8500 lbs

❖ Cheap line from Home Depot etc could be only 
10% as strong

❖ 3/8” Nylon 3-Strand Brk Str = 4400 ~ 4700 lbs

❖ -½” Nylon 3-Strand Brk Str= 7200 ~ 7500 lbs

❖ 3/8” Nylon Plait Brk Str = 3400 ~ 4000 lbs

❖ -½” Nylon Plait Brk Str= 7500 ~ 8300 lbs

❖ 3/8” Dyneema/Amsteel Brk Str = > 16,000 lbs







❖ -Build-up of HEAT in lines under strain is a major 
cause of failure

❖ -Allowing rain / water to soak thru will increase 
effectiveness of anti-chafe gear

❖ -Chafing gear must be held in place

❖ - As boats surge to storm gusts & waves, everything 
tends to be pulled or squeezed out of place

❖ -Duct tape works fine, stitching & parceling / serving 
does too but right before a hurricane is not the time 
to practice



This photo is from 
PRACTICAL SAILOR

Many people do 
this or similar

IMHO (DSK)  this is a terrible idea. The hard plastic hose presents a wear 
surface to the rope and it encourages heat build-up

GOOD: the tails enable the chafe gear to be fixed in place lengthwise 
along the rope



❖ Decision- Securing at dock?

❖ -Double Dock Lines

❖ -Lines must allow sufficient rise 
& falls

❖ -Spread out lines to widest angle 
possible

❖ -Do NOT rely on fenders!!

❖ -Chafe protection can be the 
most crucial factor

❖ -Boat US recommends turning 
off shore power
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❖ Decision- Securing at dock

❖ -Have Solid Cleats & Hardpoints

❖ -Backing Plates, Stripped Core, Thru-Bolts, Caulk / Bedding

❖ -Remove Bimini & Dodger canvas

❖ -Remove Roller-Furled Genoa

❖ -Check battery charge state & strength

❖ -Leave all non-essential electrical gear OFF at breaker

❖ -Check function of bilge pumps

❖ -Double Dock Lines

❖ -Lines must allow sufficient rise & fall

❖ -Spread out lines to widest angle possible

❖ -Do NOT rely on fenders!!

❖ -Chafe protection can be the most crucial factor

❖ Tape Edges Of All Hatches & Ports
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❖ The Paradox Of Hurricane Preparation:

❖ -With Good Equipment & Working Smart, damage from hurricanes can be kept 
to a minimum or even eliminated

❖ -every hurricane will always leave a mess to cleanup

❖ -Invest the work you were going to put into clean-up & recovery into 
preparation!

❖ -start from the “high ground” of having your boat and your home in solid 
basic condition and readiness

❖ -There is no way to know for certain how strong a hurricane will be; and it is 
possible for them to be so strong that NO preparation will save your boat.

❖ -What predictions are useful for planning? What is your timeline for 
deciding how to respond to a given storm? 

❖ -Accidents during a lowly Tropical Storm can be deadly… your safety is always 
the top priority.



❖ Decision on Haul-out, anchor out, or dock

❖ How to judge the strength / danger of the coming storm

❖ 7+ days ahead, boatyards may be filling up

❖ 5 days ahead, accurate prediction starting to show... move quickly

❖ Storm strength, what quadrant will you be in, storm surge?

❖ 3 days ahead, have boat at it’s location and secured

❖Evacuate or fine-tune preparations. 

❖ Specifics on each type of preparation

❖ -Actions to take in all cases

❖ -Considerations in hauling out

❖ - How to anchor out more effectively

❖ -increasing safety riding out  storm at dock


